 Abstract-Reconstruction of real object often involves branching contour cases. An effective technique is required to determine the correct corresponding sub contour between two connected contours. This is to ensure the accuracy of the resulted image. This study has introduced a contour matching method using the similarity of the sub contour centroid value. The technique is fast enough equivalence to the  requirement of reconstruction technique which has to be time and space effective. The matched sub contours then are connected by introducing an intermediate contour called as composite contour. The technique has been applied in the reconstruction of human head and Stanford bunny from CT images. Beta-spline was employed as the fitted surface as this surface has capability to give smoothed and accurate result.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Branching contours is the case where the number of sub contours in the based contour different with the branched contours. Most of real objects especially in medical field contain the branching parts, and some of the objects contain more than one case of branching. Therefore, the 3-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction technique consumed must have capability to overcome this problem to produce an accurate result.
Branching contours always happen at the detail parts of an object. Human head and Stanford bunny for example, parts with branching contours are ears and nose. In ear part, cross section of the face has to be connected with the cross section of two ears. Same condition is applied in nose part where the lip has to be connected with two nose holes. The examples of ear and nose branching cases from human face are shown in Fig. 1 and In Fig. 3 , the image consists of multi-level of intensity, I . Therefore, the image was simplified to only black and white pixel using a certain threshold, T as shown in (1) .
for 0 for 1 (1) T is calculated iteratively until the desired region is produced. The BOI is then extracted from the region. In Fig. 4 , the BOI is extracted among the black pixels using 3 3 technique as in Def. 1. Definition 1. For each black pixel point, ) , ( j i it is a potential boundary point if any of its four neighbour pixels, 0 1 0
is a white pixel.
From Def. 1, a black pixel point is set as a potential boundary point if at least one of its neighbour whether right, up, left or down is a white pixel [1] . The details of the process can be referred in [2] [3] . For human head cross section, the example of extracted BOI is in Fig. 5 . The extracted BOI may have more than one contour. Fig. 5 is the example of a contour with three BOIs which are the cross sections of head, and two nose holes. This contour will be considered as branching case if it has to be connected with another contour with different number of sub contours.
Branching contours case can be generally categorized into many-to-one (or one-to-many), many-to-many and no link cases. The examples of these cases are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 . 6 is a one-to-many case where the shape of base contour is obviously dissimilar with both sub contours in the branch. Fig. 7 is a many-to-many case where two sub contours in the base have to be connected with three sub contours in the branch. In this case, the correspondence sub contour has to be correctly determined. Same condition applied in Fig. 8 case which is the example of no-link case. In this figure, the number of sub contours in the base in greater than then the number of sub contours in the branch. Thus, a sub contour in the base has no correspondence contour.
Each branching case is solved within two consecutive contours called as base and branched contours. In connecting these contours, the correspondence sub contour has to be properly recognized to ensure the correctness of the reconstructed surface and avoid twisted surface as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . The effective technique to identify which sub contour belongs to which sub contour is using the similarity between both of them. This similarity can be determined whether visually or computationally with associated parameters. However, visual comparison is not suggested as naked-eyes technique is not reliable.
Contour matching is a process to evaluate the similarity and dissimilarity degree between two images in order to align or classify the image [4] - [5] . It is mostly used in image recognition and classification such as in letter [6] - [7] and face recognition, and defect [8] - [9] and biometric [4] classifications. The similarity between two images is based on the extracted information of the image whether in geometric or non-geometric forms. For geometric based classification, the features are such as gradient value of contour points [6] , the distance between corner points to the image centroid [4] , [10] , area, and perimeter. The information then is structured and used to measure the similarity of the images. The intensity of each image boundary point can also be one of the image information, but it is for non-geometric based classification.
In 3D reconstruction, contour matching is the contour alignment process to ensure the correct connection between base and branched contours. This process is not the main focus in the reconstruction, thus a fast and accurate technique is required. Moreover, the comparison is done between two contours, not from a database as for image recognition. Therefore, this study has proposed a method to determine the corresponding contour from base to branched contours based on the contour centroid. The method is discussed in section II. Section III shows the composite contour generation between base and branched contours. The fitted Beta-spline surface is shown in section IV. This paper ends with conclusion in section V.
II. CENTROID BASED CONTOUR MATCHING
Centroid is the average of all position of boundary points,
Since the centroid is in   y x, form, the value shows the position of the sub contour in Cartesian coordinate. Thus, the centroid is suitable to be used in detecting the corresponding sub contour from the adjacent slice since the corresponding sub contours commonly have same location in the whole contour. The considered CT images in this study are not rotated or scaled which may change the centroid value.
Centroid Fig. 11 is a one-to-many case where the shape of 3 . The decision of which branching case the contour belongs to is decided using the similarity.
The similarity between the two contours can be visually seen from the shape of the contours or determined using the its geometrical features. In this study, the similarity is proposed to be decided by comparing the centroid values from both contours. A sub contour from base can be matched to a sub contour in the branch if the error between two centroids is below a certain threshold. The errors for matching sub contours in Fig. 11 to Fig. 14 From the calculated error, the sub contours are said to be matched if the error between both contours is within a certain range. Result in Table II shows that the suitable error range for the case is from 0 to 2.787. Using this range, it is suggested that no matched sub contours for Fig. 13 is the no-link case. Thus, the calculated error gives the idea whether the sub contour has one-toone case with corresponding match, or else. This error range will change if more branching case is considered.
In some case as happened in Finally, after matched sub contours have been determined, surface is fitted into these contours easily since it is one-to-one case. For many-to-one and no-link case, other methods are applied before the surface fitting procedure.
In no-link case as occurs in ba S 2 in Fig. 13 , the sub contour is matched to its own centroid value. This is to ensure this sub contour has closed surface. This case is also called as capped case where the sub contour has to be capped. For many-to-one or one-to-many case, the case is reduced to one-to-one case before the surface is fitted. A new intermediate contour called as composite contour is inserted between base and branched contours and discussed in section III.
III. COMPOSITE CONTOUR GENERATION FOR BRANCHING CONTOURS
Composite contour is a new contour inserted between base and branched contours. The height level of this contour is composite z , where
This intermediate contour is used to simplify the not many-to-one or one-to-many branching case as shown in Fig. 15 . Figure 15 . Simplification of branching case using composite contour Fig. 15 shows the way that composite contour has reduced a one-to-many branching case to two cases of one-to-one.
Initially, the data points in the composite contour are the points of base and branched contours. Then, points are modified using the midpoint i e .
Let the branched data points as 
h is the required interval between the points, where
L is the total contour length calculated as,
The stacked form of the base, branch and composite contours of Fig. 11 case are shown in Fig. 16 . The details of the composite contour generation process can be read in Ref. [12] - [13] . After the composite contour is generated, surface is fitted using one-to-one technique. The surface fitting process using Beta-spline is discussed in the next section. 
The control points are the resampling points extracted as in (4) to (6) . The developed branching techniques are applied into human head and Stanford bunny data. The examples of human head and Stanford bunny in wireframe form are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 . Beta-spline is chosen due to its capability to give an accurate and Stanford bunny using Beta-spline surface are shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 . The use of composite contour also makes the reconstruction objects separated into several parts according to the number of composite contours. In Stanford bunny for example, it is divided into four main parts: body, back, head, and ears as shown in Fig. 21 to Fig. 24 . Composite contour generation process as shown in Fig.  15 has produce the body, head, and back parts. These parts are not connected to each other. Thus, the number of resampling points for each part can be different associated with the part size. Body part for example is larger than back part. Therefore, the number of resampling points of body should be larger than the back. This method also can reduce the storage and time usage since the number of resampling point can be reduced.
V. CONCLUSION
A fast and accurate technique for contour matching process of branching contour case is proposed. The technique is the comparison of centroid value of sub contours in base and branched contours respectively. Besides the comparison of centroid, other geometric features can also be used such as area, perimeter, and elongation. The error result shows the reliability of this method in determining the matched contours of base and branch. However, the calculation of error range in determining the matched sub contours should be improved to ensure the effectiveness of the technique.
